Dear readers,

We are pleased to be releasing another issue of ETD - Digital Thematic Education, which brings works resulting from the scientific exchange between Brazil and Germany, under the theme: "North-south connection in qualitative research: the multi-sight to the Brazilian and German text and image". In this issue we have 05 contributions to ARTICLES Section, 06 works in the SEARCH section, ending up with 02 contributions to the EXPERIENCE REPORT section.

We would like to highlight the image on the cover of the journal designed by Fernando Gracioli our Creative Designer. The figure represents, according to the thematic, a partnership in permanent movement between Brazil and Germany, countries that seek to foster qualitative research, especially with regard to text and image, which confirms the effort to integrate North and South in qualitative research.

The Presentation of this issue was prepared by the organizer of the dossier, Rogério Adolfo Moura, professor of the UNICAMP Education Faculty, to whom we would like to express our gratitude for the determination to organize the journal with foreign contributions. This action enhances the internationalization process of ETD - Digital Thematic Education in various databases, the dissemination of research developed in Brazil in other search engines, and also, enhances the skills of our editorial team, that overcomes the performance challenge together with scholars, writers of other languages. This effort creates the perspective of academic coexistence in the setting of institutional internationalization.

Regarding to the referral process of ETD publication in databases, we would like to explain that it is in the final stage of integration into the RedALYC, an excellent Iberoamerican database, and probably the next issue will be already indexed there.

Enjoy the texts and have a good reading!

Gildenir Carolino Santos
Scientific Editor
ETD - Digital Thematic Education
June/2011
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